
2 MATERIAL

As Ad Reinhardt supposedly said, "sculpture is something you bump into when you back
up to look at a painting."1 We saw in the first chapter that a modern artwork is supposed
to be autonomous, and paintings perform this function admirably. They are rectangles of
presence that cut themselves off from the surrounding world, either through the action of
a frame or the suggestion of one (the naked edge of the canvas against the bare wall). But a
sculpture is in a viewer's space. Can it be fully autonomous?

This seemingly simple question has prompted much of postwar art discourse. Attempts to
establish a theoretical basis for sculptural autonomy have ranged widely, from discussions of
the function of the pedestal (in which Constantin Brancusi's work has figured centrally), to
Donald Judd's idea of the "specific object"—a unified form that achieves singular presence
through the sheer integrity of its composition—to Rosalind Krauss's negative definition
of sculpture as that which is neither architecture, nor landscape.2 A full accounting of
sculptural autonomy will not be attempted here, but it nonetheless forms a vital backdrop
to a consideration of thinking about craft during the post-1945 period.3 One strand is
particularly worth picking out: the binary opposition between the material and the optical.
This line of thought closely parallels that considered in the previous chapter. Just as craft's
supplementarity makes it antithetical to modern art's autonomy, its grounding in material
specificity is oppositional to the ambition of modern art to achieve a purely visual effect.
This is not to say craft is somehow equivalent to materiality in itself (that is, the extension
of matter in space). It would be better to say that craft always entails an encounter with the
properties of a specific material. This could be wood, glass, metal, clay, paper, plastic, paint,
stone—anything—or more than one material in combination. In any case, though, craft
involves direct engagement with specific material properties. The normative idea of modern
art, by contrast, involves the transcendence (which, as in the case of autonomy, is also a
repression) of just this encounter.

Again, this is a complicated story that begins from a simple point: every artwork is made,
first and foremost, to be looked at. The critic Clement Greenberg took this as the defining
fact about art, and constructed his aesthetic judgments accordingly. His position has been
described in the decades since using the shorthand term "opticality"—a defining idea in
the history of modern painting and sculpture, not so much because of artists' assent to
the theory as the energetic extension, defense, and deconstruction of Greenberg's work by
his brilliant acolytes Michael Fried and Rosalind Krauss. However, as Caroline Jones has
recently demonstrated in her book Eyesight Alone, a richly detailed survey of Greenberg's
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career and influence, the proliferation of his ideas went far outside the inner circle of art's
intelligentsia. What Jones calls "the Greenberg effect" rested on the idea that the experi-
ence of art was purely visual. The viewer was to be conceived as a disembodied entity, an
"I/eye," whose disinterested vision ensured that "the encumbrances of the socialized self
(family, tradition, religion, politics, ideology) appear to be stripped away."5 Jones dissects
Greenberg's position much as Chave dissects Brancusi's career, showing that the integrity of
the theoretical edifice of opticality was dependent upon unacknowledged interests: bodily,
commercial, and political. She depicts Greenberg as a technocratic hygienist who tried to
cleanse art of its many troubling contingencies. To the extent that his way of thinking
held sway in the art world, craft—conceived as the knowledge and exploitation of specific
materials—could only be seen as something to be held at bay.

Though Jones's study of Greenberg is unprecedented in its comprehensiveness, it is only
the most recent challenge to his understanding of modern art. As soon as Greenberg had
established Jackson Pollock's primacy as the key painter of optical modernism, dissenters
rushed in, insisting on the importance of the materiality in his dripped works, and of Abstract
Expressionism in general. Partly because of the artist's own inability to clearly articulate his
intentions, and partly due to his early death, Pollock became a Janus-faced figure. Both
sides in the combat between the "Greenbergers" and their enemies, who were sometimes
called "literalists," sought to claim him. As Artforum editor Philip Leider wrote in 1970, the
latter group included artists like Allan Kaprow, Frank Stella, and Robert Morris, who "did
not see, or did not see first and foremost, [Pollock's] patterns as patterns of line freed from
their function of bounding shape and thereby creating a new kind of space." Rather, what
seemed important to them was the way that he dripped his paint straight from the can,
the way his method asserted gravity's pull, the haphazard studio detritus that found its way
into the paintings—in short, "the affirmation of the objectness of the painting and from the
directness of the artist's relations to his materials."6

As this insistence on "objectness" implies, it would ultimately be in the realm of sculpture,
rather than painting, that the conceptual framework of opticality would be put to the test.
In fact, the idea of optical sculpture seems close to an oxymoron. Yes, sculptures are made
primarily to be looked at, but what would sculpture conceived exclusively as a "many sided
painting" (as one aesthetic philosopher put it) look like?7 As it happens, there is a canonical
example in the form of Anthony Caro's monumental 1962 sculpture Early One Morning (see
Plate 7). This work, composed of girders, sheet steel, and rebar, welded and bolted together
and painted red, has often been taken as exemplifying the optical approach to sculpture.
Thomas Crow summarizes that claim as follows: "its spare structure ensures that passage
around the work will yield an unfolding sequence of surprising new visual configurations;
the clean application of a single hue over the entire ensemble of the steel and aluminum
sculpture effectively guides the viewer's attention towards relationships between the elements
rather than towards their utilitarian origins."8 The progression of discontinuous images that
one gains by orbiting the sculpture culminates in the view along the piece's long axis. From



this vantage point the work collapses visually into a "picture," centered (not coincidentally)
on the easel-like form situated at the far end. It is a powerful visual experience: in that
moment of coherence, the sculpture does indeed seem to transform before one's eyes,
simultaneously flattening itself out and leaping out of the space of the gallery.

What makes Early One Morning convincing as an optical experience is its resistance
to its own material condition. One feels called upon to look at it, not as an arrangement
of construction materials, but as an essay in pure form. In order to achieve this effect,
Caro engaged in a point-by-point denial of the sculpture's materiality. His attitude towards
the physicality of the work was not just a matter of indifference, as might first appear to
be the case. In fact, it was crucial that he "misused" the materials that formed Early One
Mornings constituent parts. Take, for example, the two sectioned girders that stand next to
one another at the work's midpoint. At first they seem like a natural pair, because they have
approximately the same size and visual weight. But in fact, they run in opposing directions,
the heavier I-beam horizontally and the lighter-gauged piece vertically. The juxtaposition
announces the fact that these are not struts that help to "construct" the work, but are rather
formal elements that have been arranged for visual purposes. The same idea is conveyed by
these components' means of attachment to the spine of the sculpture. Caro has employed
a tangential weld, a trick borrowed from the repertoire of American sculptor David Smith
(particularly that artist's Sentinel series of the late 1950s). The result is that the members that
are supporting the load of the work seem to merely stand beside it. In a similar inversion of
normal material usage, the wiry pieces of rebar, a material that would in usual circumstances
be hidden inside concrete to lend it strength, are the most conspicuously gestural of the
sculpture's elements. They reach out into space like stray hairs, in a playful denial of their
usual constructive purpose. Or again, the horizontal bar that hovers at the opposite end of
the work from the easel—a member that one would expect to be jointed at its extremities,
if it were used in a building—is instead pinned at its middle, using a small bolted plate.
Rather than joining and strengthening two vertical posts, it hovers in the air like a balance
beam. Though Caro is using the materials of architectural craftsmanship, he consistently
does so in a way that disavows any hint of thinking through craft.

A curiosity of opticality is that, while it has remained a powerful idea around which
artists and critics organize their ideas about painting and sculpture, it has been observed
almost entirely in the breach. As Richard Shiff has argued, "just as Greenberg was estab-
lishing such principles, many younger artists were violating the new order," so that in the
mid-1950s painters from Johns and Rauschenberg to Stella were already experimenting
with the relations between the visual and the tactile.9 Meanwhile, apart from the works
of Smith and Caro, very little significant sculpture in the postwar period laid claim to a
purely visual effect. Perhaps this is because, once the counter-intuitive idea of opticality
was articulated, it was immediately most interesting to attack it. This was certainly the
intent that lay behind the reductive abstract sculptures by Judd, Carl Andre, Robert Morris,
Dan Flavin and others, which have come to be classified as Minimalist. As Hal Foster has
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written, these works, for all their taciturn blankness, marked a crucial turning point in
the progress of postwar art.10 In testing the precept that a sculpture could in fact succeed
when it was visually "contingent"—shorn of its supplemental pedestal, of optical effects, of
anything, in short, that would guarantee its autonomy—Minimalism opened the door to
an engagement with materiality that was not just accidental, as Pollock's arguably had been,
but theoretically motivated.11 Again, the art historical trajectories that resulted from this
"crux" are too complex to summarize easily. Many artists proceeded through the movement
broadly described as Conceptualism, often seen in its own day as "dematerialized" art in the
service of philosophical speculation. Insofar as we still today inhabit a post-Conceptualist
art world—a world in which every artwork is expected to be, in some sense, a proposition
about art—craft could be seen as a persistently marginal consideration. And yet, since
the days of the "Greenberg effect," material specificity, like supplementarity, has been an
indispensable point of reference.

In fact, there was never a time at which craft was fully sidelined from the discourse
of modern sculpture. In 1962, the year in which Caro made Early One Morning, Robert
Morris was already beginning to work with plywood. His recollections about this moment
make it clear that, just as optical sculpture was reaching its apex, craft had a profoundly
liberating quality:

At thirty f had my alienation, my Skilsaw, and my plywood. I was out to rip out the
metaphors, especially those that had to do with 'up,' as well as every other whiff of
transcendence... When I sliced into the plywood with my Skilsaw, I could hear, beneath
the ear-damaging whine, a stark and refreshing 'no' reverberate off the four walls: no
to transcendence and spiritual values, heroic scale, anguished decisions, historicizing
narrative, valuable artifact, intelligent structure, interesting visual experience.12

It was from this attitude that Process Art, the most craft-like of the twentieth-century
avant gardes, was born. Later in this chapter Morris's work in this vein, and that of his
colleagues Richard Serra, Eva Hesse and others, will be discussed at some length. First,
however, I will take up for consideration a range of canonical work in ceramics. If Morris
was a sculptor who did not want to make a modern sculpture, then the story of postwar
ceramics is primarily that of potters who did not want to make pottery. Of course, both
of these efforts were doomed to failure. Ceramics, defined as such, could only continue
to be ceramics, and for the most part, those who work with clay have remained identified
as craftspeople rather than contemporary artists. Process Artists, meanwhile, despite their
seeming attempts not to, made modern art objects that were revered as sculpture. Today
the works of the most avant garde members of the studio ceramics movement are prim-
arily to be found in the hands of specialized collectors of studio craft, or in the decorative
arts collections of large museums. Similarly, the works of the most committed Process
Artists reside in the permanent collections of such institutions as the Whitney Museum
of American Art—heroic works to rival the Abstract Expressionist paintings against which



Process Artists sought to define themselves. These parallel failures were written into the two
projects from the beginning. The two groups were traveling in opposite directions and, in

some sense, each was striving for the other's condition—the one vainly trying to claw its way
to the category of sculpture and the other trying to escape from it.

Somewhere in the middle, though, these two paths crossed. Both groups of artists were

engaged in a struggle against the constraints of their medium—the genres of sculpture
and pottery—with opposing results. For ceramic artists, materiality was initially held at
a suspicious remove, while the final product of that process was triumphantly declared to
be art. For Process Artists, conversely, the ends of art making were cast into doubt, but

the making itself held center stage. This meant, strangely enough, that it was potters who
fervently embraced the "Greenberg effect," and tried to escape the limiting constraints of
craft in favor of expressive optical presence. Meanwhile artists like Morris did the reverse,

renouncing the paradigm of expressive opticality and adopting the procedures of the artisan.
In a few cases, interestingly enough, the results came out looking remarkably alike.

CERAMIC PRESENCE: PETER VOULKOS
In 1954, fresh from the eye-opening experimental school Black Mountain College in

North Carolina (see Chapter 3) and a residency at the Archie Bray Foundation in his native
Montana, Peter Voulkos began teaching at the Los Angeles County Art Institute (later to be
renamed the Otis Art Institute).13 There, he set up a now-legendary program in which he
and his students, nearly all men, stayed up late, drank a great deal, and made mostly roughly

painted, often huge, pots. The group's work has been summed up in the phrase "Abstract
Expressionist Ceramics," the tendentious title of a 1966 exhibition at the University of

California at Irvine featuring Voulkos and his students and colleagues. These were potters
who 'made it' as sculptors, the received wisdom has it, by dint of their savvy incorporation
of the New York School painters such as Jackson Pollock and Willem DeKooning.

Much of the credit for the enduring linkage of Otis and Abstract Expressionism can

be given to the art critic Rose Slivka. In 1961, Slivka published an article entitled "The
New Ceramic Presence" in Craft Horizons, the organ of the craft movement, where she had

recently taken on the job of chief editor. This essay is perhaps the most famous piece of
writing on the studio craft movement in America, despite the fact that much of it is given
over to rhetoric that has not aged terribly well. Beauty, Slivka wrote in a fervor of patriotic
rhetoric, "is not the esthetic urgency of an artist functioning in an American climate—a

climate which not only has been infused with the dynamics of a machine technology, but
with the action of men—ruggedly individual and vernacular men (the pioneer, the cowboy)
with a genius for improvisation."15 "The New Ceramic Presence" is famous not for such
cliches, however, but because it was so effective in providing a rationale for the work of

Voulkos and his circle. Slivka analyzed the qualities of the work emanating from Otis with
admirable clarity and precision:

/
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Today the classical form has been . . . discarded in the interests of surface—an energetic,
baroque clay surface with itself the formal 'canvas.' The paint, the 'canvas' and the
structure of the 'canvas' are a unity of clay. There are three extensions of clay as paint in
contemporary pottery:

1) the pot form is used as a canvas;
2) the clay form itself is used as paint three-dimensionally—with tactility, color, and
actual form;
3) form and surface are used to oppose each other rather than complement each other
in their traditional harmonious relationship—with color breaking into and defining,
creating, destroying form.16

In Slivka's view, this was a style in which surface was at war with substance. She was quick
to point out the inherent antipathy between a three-dimensional clay object and the depth-
destroying flatness of its painted surface—a self-conscious echo of Greenberg's positive
assessment of Pollock's gestural field paintings. It helped that, like Pollock, Voulkos claimed
inspiration from Pablo Picasso, whose Cubist works were foundational for the modernist
dialectic between real flatness and implied depth.17

Inspection of a typical Voulkos of the period bears out Slivka's observations (Figure 2.1).
The paint that is slathered over the pot's surface is clearly meant as an act of negation, in
which the substantiality of the clay is canceled by applied colors. Voulkos's process consisted
of two stages. He first shaped the form through rough-and-tumble assembly, and then
applied slips (clays in liquid suspension) and glazes in a manner suggested by the planes
and crags that resulted from this rapid process. But the final effect belies this process: the
substrate of the clay seems like an excuse for painting-in-the-round. Thus, although the
technical accomplishment of his work is actually in the piling up of wet-looking slabs, the
sensual underpinning thus accomplished is presented as if it were a given—an occasion for
the optical push-and-pull of the surface. Sgraffito hatch-marks and scribbles emphasize this
exteriority, as does the absence of an aperture. If this is a vessel, it is only minimally one
and, indeed, by 1960 Voulkos was expending much of his effort on monumental accretive
sculptures that either had no hint of the vessel about them, or were exaggerated to the point
of absurdity by the addition of a profusion of wheel-thrown mouths.

From the moment of its first appearance, Voulkos's "expressionist" work has been seen as
a liberating violence done to pottery.19 This reception was emphasized from the beginning
by photographs that showed him slicing, pounding, and otherwise mauling his clay (Figure
2.2). One can well imagine why such images would raise the hackles of a traditionally trained
utilitarian porter. Voulkos made no bones about it: he wanted to destroy ceramics from the
inside. The entire group at Otis, in fact, rebelled against the logic, qualities, and advantages
of clay as a medium, and they did so in a reflexively negative way. Their work proceeded
along lines of thinking very similar to those employed by Caro in the composition of Early
One Morning. Just as the British sculptor carefully upended the constructive properties
of girders and rebar, Voulkos negated each of the significant material traits of his chosen



Figure 2.1 PeterVoulkos, Unfilled, 1960. Stoneware.
Milwaukee Art Museum, Gift of Karen Johnson Boyd.

material. Thus, while clay is fluid and easily shaped, he fashioned huge inert slabs, and
never connected these elements to each other with smooth transitions. Because of its plastic

structure, clay can be fashioned into thin walls of surprising elasticity and strength. Indeed
it is advisable to do so in making a pot, for the thicker a vessel's wall, the more likely it
is to develop fissures or (if air bubbles are inadvertently trapped inside) even to explode
during kiln firing. When working at the wheel, however, Voulkos favored rough, thickly
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Figure 2.2 "PeterVoulkos makes a vase."
In Craft Horizons, 1956.

thrown cylinders without appreciable curvature. Natural clay and glazes tend to be relatively
subdued in color, tending towards browns and grays. Voulkos used a vivid Technicolor
palette, applying epoxy and acrylic paints after a piece had been fired. Clay is heavy when
it is wet, because of its high water content, and light when it is fired, because the water
evaporates in the heat of the kiln. Voulkos piled the material on top of itself, in heaps that
could barely support themselves during their own construction, but which when fired were
overbuilt and ponderous.

Each of the most well-known students at Otis explored a particular variant of their
leader's "how not to" manner of using clay. The first thing that most of them did was to
forsake the potter's main instrument, the wheel, and build by hand. One of those who did
continue to throw his work, Paul Soldner, tried to deny gravity's pull—the basis for the
balanced design of any pot, just as flatness serves as a point of reference for a painter—by
making tall, spindly, cylindrical towers that seemed on the verge of collapse. More typical,
however, were John Mason's chunky monoliths, made from cumbrous slabs that he formed
on his studio floor. (A picture in the back of the Abstract Expressionist Ceramics catalogue
showed him at work, in an image that seems a self-conscious aping of Hans Namuth's iconic
photographs of Jackson Pollock.) Mason's signature forms were the cross and spearhead,



which—as one can tell from the sloping sides supporting the wide middles of the cross
pieces—were nearly impossible to execute in wet clay. Clay, unlike the metal, wood and
plastic that most Minimalists used, cannot remain rigid across a horizontal unsupported
span, and so this is exactly what Mason tried to do. Jim Leedy, one of Voulkos's colleagues
at the Archie Bray Foundation in Montana and the member of the group most directly
influenced by Abstract Expressionism, brought this tactic to extremes by building pots with
dangerously over-cantilevered handles, spouts and legs. He was forced to resort to the use of
ropes and armatures to assist in the drying process.20

John Coplans, the curator of the exhibition "Abstract Expressionist Ceramics," perfectly
captured the attitudes towards clay that drove the Otis group when he wrote that they had
"smashed ... the longstanding ossified craft approach to the use of fired and glazed forms."21

Certainly, this was not just a formalist strategy; it involved deeply personal motivations as
well. Voulkos may have nursed feelings of rejection from the get-go, but in his case there was
a particular, personal, watershed: his selection for a monographic "New Talent" show at the
Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York City in 1960. The exhibition was organized
by Peter Selz, who would soon become a leading curator on the West Coast and a key
supporter of artists such as Robert Arneson (see Chapter 5). The MoMA display, however,
received scant critical attention. Coplans later recalled that the ceramics were "shown as a
kind of a decorative adjunct" and that this was "a bitter frustration and disappointment"
for Voulkos. Slivka too complained that "the show went largely ignored." Despite the fact
that half of Voulkos's exhibition consisted of his paintings—which, it must be said, were
second-rate and derivative Abstract Expressionist works—she attributed this to the fact that
the "sculptures were in clay and New York was snobbish about the material."22 No major
East Coast museum exhibited the work of the Californian ceramists of the 1950s and 1960s
in a group until the 1981 exhibition "Six Ceramic Sculptors" at the Whitney Museum
of American Art. Even at this late date, several leading New York critics dismissed the
historical episode as an only mildly interesting Johnny-come-lately, a regional aberration.23

Rosalind Krauss pinpointed the reasons for this attitude in a 1978 essay on John Mason,
who subsequently graduated to making Minimalist arrangements of industrially fabricated
firebricks. While Krauss admired this later sculpture, she dismissed his earlier production
on the ground of discursive relevance, concluding that "to be a ceramicist-sculptor in the
1950s and 1960s was in some essential way to be marginal to 'sculpture' ... in the semantic
associations to pottery, ceramics speaks for that branch of culture which is too homey, too
functional, too archaic, for the name of 'sculpture' to extend to it."24

And indeed, the position staked out at Otis left the future of ceramics in a state of
radical doubt. The concerns of technique, restraint, and nuance that had motivated studio
craft potters since the early twentieth century certainly did not fade from view. But those
interested in such traditional values would henceforth be obliged to constantly defend their
conservatism. Voulkos had helped to initiate an endgame in which the only way to be an
ayant garde potter would be to deny one's status as a potter entirely.25 Voulkos and his
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colleagues were the first to plant themselves at the very limits of their craft, ip/a gesture of
dissatisfaction and ambition, but theirs was a quixotic stance from the outset. While the
boundaries of workmanship could be straddled, they could not be vaulted, as there would
then have been no place to gesture towards. So, as much as everyone involved would have
hated to admit it, the productive friction of Voulkos's work was that it was, after all, made
of clay.

In 1958, Voulkos himself moved north to teach at the University of California at Berkeley.
In the early years of Voulkos's teaching at Berkeley, the strident gestural approach that had
gained him such notoriety in Los Angeles was duplicated there. Voulkos's associate Harold
Paris began making ceramic walls that were built up by hand from the floor, incorporating
as much as three tons of clay. If Voulkos's works had been implicitly savage, Paris's were
literally so. He went so far as to slash the clay with a sword as he worked it. If one seeks
a true ceramic version of Abstract Expressionism, this was surely it, and Paris's rhetoric
bolstered the association. Invoking the well-worn Existential claims made for the gesture by
such painters as Pollock, Willem DeKooning and Barnett Newman, Paris explained, "my
hand and every mark in the clay is a sign that I am here now — At this instant — and this clay
is what I am and will be."27

But Paris's violent machismo was not to prove the dominant mode in the Bay Area clay
scene. After eschewing pottery in favor of bronze sculpture for several years—a transparent
bid for art world acceptance—Voulkos unexpectedly returned to ceramics in 1967 following
a trip to Rome. Back in California, he produced a body of work that was contained, even
introverted. When Voulkos showed the new ceramics in 1968 at the David Stuart Gallery
in Los Angeles, a brief notice in Artforum described them perfectly:

. . . the surfaces are barely decorated by incising, and covered completely by a matte
silverish black glaze. In intention they are entirely serious, rather somber, and certainly
free from the bombastic Baroque rhythms of his recent [bronze] sculptures. One feels a
similarity in the basic pipe-like units and in the feeling of the weightiness of the material,
for the pots are as sturdy as tanks or ancient storage vessels.28

James Melchert, who had studied with Voulkos at Berkeley, put it more succinctly: '"The
group is composed of the most haptic pottery I've seen in a long time. It wouldn't surprise
me if the pots had been made in the dark."29 Voulkos had seemingly given up on the
pleasures of the visual for those of touch, abandoning the combative dialectic of optical and
sensual that defined his canonical work.

As it turned out, this shift was a permanent one for Voulkos. In the late 1970s, he
grew increasingly interested in the exacting demands and spectacular effects of traditional
Japanese wood-burning kilns.30 The quiet, rich colors and patterns that could be achieved
with these means were the result of painstaking firing—quite the opposite of the manic
constructions and shiny paint of his early work. To be sure, Voulkos never became humble
about his work, and he continued to cultivate the image of America's most liberated potter;



but the work itself had much more of rural Japan than 1950s Los Angeles about it. This

turnabout has permitted museums and collectors to have their cake and eat it too when

acquiring Voulkos's work. His reputation as a rebel is based on the powerfully incoherent

anti-pots of the 1950s, but the pots that have come to seem emblematic of his work are

tasteful in the extreme, sheathed in a gentle traditional ash glaze. A few summary knife

slashes or embedded pieces of white kaolin clay are all that is left of the wild man of Otis.

NATURAL LIMITATIONS: STEPHEN DE STAEBLER AND KEN PRICE
In the mid-1960s, during Voulkos's stint with bronze, a host of potters had established a

new set of rules for ceramics in the area. Several of these emerging figures had in fact started

out as students in Voulkos's Berkeley studio, but they had rapidly turned away from the

impasse represented by his early work. Of this generation, Stephen de Staebler was the

ceramist who most closely anticipated Voulkos's introverted idiom of the late 1960s. De

Staebler's early career should have ensured that he would be a prime exponent of "Abstract

Expressionist" pottery. He had been a student at Black Mountain College (where he was

friendly with Ben Shahn and Robert Motherwell) in 1951, and studied with Voulkos and

John Mason at Berkeley from 1960 to 1961. He also adhered to the same Westernized,

watered-down Zen philosophies that were popular with some of the New York "action

school" painters.31 Yet there is very little action, and no painterliness, in De Staebler's works

of the 1960s, which explicitly reject key principles of his teacher's early style. His departure

consisted of two fundamental shifts, both of which appear to date from the 1963—5

period. First, he refused to employ the bright glazes and paints that the Otis group had so

thoroughly exploited, regarding them as an artificial "contrivance" that denied the integrity

of the material.32 Instead, he mixed powdered metal oxide pigments into the wet clay,

or rubbed subtly hued clay slips into the surface. His colors were of a piece with the clay

mass, and the exterior layer merely the exposure of an undifferentiated solid, rather than a

surface in which optical effects clash with the impression of interior volume. Pure visualiry

disappeared, having been both literally and figuratively swallowed up by materiality.

Second, De Staebler seemed to revel in the sheer massiveness of clay. While Voulkos's

work had gestured dramatically, De Staebler's forms surrendered humbly to gravity as if he

was in the grip of an inability, or perhaps an unwillingness, to control the clay (Figure 2.3).

Harvey Jones provided both an origin story and an intelligent explication of this passivity in

a 1974 Oakland Museum catalogue of De Staebler's work:

De Staebler can point to the sculpture he made as a student, and to the particular slab
of clay that opened the door for him. What happened, he recalls, is that this slab did not
do what he wanted it to do, but what it did do as he laid it on the sculpture was better. It
had a life of its own and existed free from the manipulations of his hands. The power and
appeal of De Staebler's sculpture derives in large part from his attitude toward the clay.
He has learned/by long experience to recognize the intrinsic character and beauty of the
medium, and more importantly, to respect its natural limitations. De Staebler responds
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Figure 2.3 Stephen De Staebler, Seating Environment, 1969-71.
Ceramic. Courtesy of the artist.

to the peculiar qualities which clay possesses: its plasticity when wet, its fragility when
dry its tendency to warp, crack and slump during the drying and firing processes.33

De Staebler himself has repeatedly confirmed this description of his process, saying
that clay "has an inner instinct for form," and that "what I have tried to do for a long
time is find out what the clay wants to do."34 This ambition was the opposite of the Otis
school's attempts to stretch clay beyond its physical properties, and it was haptic in the
extreme. De Staebler did not employ traditional wheel or coil building techniques, but he
also refused to use the armatures that the Otis group had used.33 Instead, he worked huge
solid slabs into shape by pushing and pulling it with his entire body. His works were devoid
of any conspicuous marks of the hand, bearing instead the evidence of an insistent but
non-demonstrative physical interaction. Even De Staebler's working method amounted to
an analogy between the internal forces and mass of his own body, and the "natural limita-
tions" of the clay body. Where Voulkos had approached the limits of workmanship in the
direction of action—pushing the material to the very edge of its capabilities, or denying its
mass through a covering of paint—De Staebler approached the opposite limit of inaction,



in which the material held sway over the maker. In this regard, De Staebler occupied the role
of "ceramic sculptor" in a way that none of the Otis group had done. And yet De Staebler

made no dramatic claims to participation in an avant garde movement. He was grounded,
in every sense, in the world of clay.

Two antithetical strategies developed from the conflict that Voulkos and his circle had
staged. While Voulkos himself and De Staebler opted for sensuality, others who had been
directly or indirectly influenced by the Otis moment went for opticality. This could take
the form of anecdotal trompe I'oeil, as in the work of Robert Hudson, Richard Shaw, and
Marilyn Levine, or alternatively in the formalist, painterly ceramics of Ken Price and Ron

Nagle. All of this work asserted the primacy of visuality over substance, to be sure, but
it was essentially hedonistic, lacking the theoretical self-awareness that might have been

possible through an engagement with contemporary art practice. The productive internal
conflict of the Otis years was displaced by the confident deployment of technique. Hudson

and Shaw pressed their mastery of porcelain into the service of visual magic tricks, while in

the related but comparatively deadpan works of Marilyn Levine, preternaturally deceptive
stoneware renderings of humdrum leather objects manage simultaneously to amaze and to
wallow in mute pointlessness (Figure 2.4). Though Levine was arguably more a counterpart

Figure 2.4 Marilyn Levine, Two-Tone Bag, 1974. Stoneware with
nylon fibers, engobe, luster glazes.
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, M.87.1.77. Gift of Howard and
Gwen Laurie Smits. Photograph © 2006 Museum Associates/LACMA.
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to the Super-Realist painters of the 1970s than a self-defined ceramist, her home and studio
happened to be in the same building as Voulkos's for many years. It is therefore tempting to
see her work, like De Staebler's, as a collapse brought on by the anxiety about material and
image that drove Voulkos at the beginning of his career.3

Ironically, though, it was another potter—not Voulkos, but Ken Price—who most suc-
cessfully crossed over from the Otis milieu into contemporary art acceptance. Partly, this
is thanks to the support of conservative critics Dave Hickey and Peter Schjeldahl, who hail
Price's work as a welcome return to sheer visual pleasure. But this is selling him far short. For
decades, Price's practice has been to create simple sculptural shapes in clay, fire them, and
then to cover them with dense, unvariegated, highly chromatic paint, sometimes incising or
sandblasting through this sheath of color. The material underneath might as well be plastic
or metal, and indeed Price was readily grouped with the "fetish finish" school of Los Angeles
painters and sculptors who worked with these non-craft materials. Coplans, typically,
characterized Price as "a sculptor with a full cognizance of the abstract expressionist painter's
extreme sensitivity to color."37 What is at stake here, though, is not simply a rejection of clay.
In Price's case, the problem seems to be how to maintain Voulkos's ambivalence about the
formal properties of material—surface or substance—while achieving a supremely resolved
object. The effect is that of a pot that is not at war with itself, as Voulkos's were, but rather
satisfied with its own contradictions.

This approach emerged in Price's project Happy's Curios, which began in 1972 but was
not finished for exhibition at the Los Angeles Country Museum of Art until 1978 (Figure
2.5). The project was spurred by Price's own geographical removal from Los Angeles (where
he had studied with Voulkos, and shown at the famous avant garde gallery Ferus) to the
environs of Taos, New Mexico. Struck by the vitality of the Mexican tourist trade pottery
he saw there and in the sales booths of Tijuana, Price undertook to imitate the "folk"
look and large-scale replication of such wares. Maurice Tuchman, the curator of the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art exhibition of Happy's Curios, saw Price's act of intentional
impersonation as the most difficult aspect of the project:

Price concentrated on making extensive series of basic cups and plates and vases as nearly
identical as possible. This was the way a local artisan in, say, Oaxaca would inherit
pottery technique from his father and then practice his commercial craft, with its severely
limited vocabulary of shapes, for a lifetime. For a lengthy period, however—1972 to
1974—Price found that his very awareness of the effort to become another, imagined
person directly thwarted the casual and effortless procedure of that imagined folk artist.
The two processes were exactly antithetical. Hearing Price talk about these years of
obsessed effort calls to mind an actor's projection into another personality throughout a
long-running play.38

Extending Coplans's analogy, it might be said that Price's effort recalls the impossible
cultural leap described in Jorge Luis Borges' essay "Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote,"
in which a contemporary French writer is imagined attempting to rewrite Don Quixote word



KEN PRICE HAPPY'S CURIOS
• LOS ANGELES COUNTY MUSEUM OF ART 4 APRIL-2 JULY 1978 •

Figure 2.5 Ken Price, Happy s Curios, 1974-79. Offset lithograph poster.
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Gift of the Estate of Betty Asher.
Photograph © 2006 Museum Associates/LACMA.

for word, on the basis of his own experiences rather than through reference to the original.39

But where Borges imagines Menard succeeding in this impossibility, the subject of Happy's

Curios became Price's inability, or unwillingness, to fully adopt the self-effacing mindset of a

production potter. Price articulated his deeply felt difference from the unknown craftsman
as die project developed. His discovery that his mentality was "antithetical" to that of his
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ostensible soul mates was marked by changing intentions for the project. In 1972, when
he began Happy's Curios, Price intended the pieces he was making to be sold in a typical
Taos shop front, expressing tacit political sympathy with ceramic workers. But when it was
finally finished in 1978, the pieces were not for sale at all, but rather on display at the largest
museum on the West Coast. The objects themselves went through a similar transformation.
The Mexican folk pots were not replicated faithfully, but rather translated into an array of
fetishized formal objects—flat ciphers of real world referents. Often the pieces are simple
abstractions of the formal tropes of indigenous pottery, transformed (or perfected) into
geometrically precise sculptures.

Stylistically speaking, the pots that make up Happy's Curios are among the earliest post-
modern ceramics, and like most postmodernist art, they hover uncertainly between critique
and cynicism.40 The project had a daring whiff of hypocrisy about it, particularly because
after his "projection" was over, Price was free to return to making his signature high-priced,
technically polished ceramic sculptures—which, as Coplans remarked, are the very antithesis
of folk ceramics.41 Yet this was hardly an unexamined project, as Price's choice of calling one
of his pots "an Inca self-portrait" implies. In repudiating the idealism of simple identification
with his Taos neighbors, Price was being anything but sardonic. The schematic, cartoonish
forms of his "curios" capture the flattening effects, the losses in translation, that inevitably
occur when a pot is made to be looked at. This is implicit even the choice of the word "curios"
itself, redolent as it is with the history of colonialist loot mounted in display cases—objects
torn violently from their everyday context. In Price's rendering of the humble, earthen pot
as a spectacular commodity, we see Voulkos's ambivalence about "ceramic art"—reified in
a battle between substance and surface—considered at one remove. Price has managed to
avoid both a resigned commitment to the tactile pleasures of the clay and a flat denial of the
medium. As we will see in Chapter 5, Robert Arneson blazed a similar path out of Voulkos's
impasse, using content and imagery as means to resolve a problem of material and form.

CRAWLING THROUGH MUD:YAGI KAZUO
For a provocative continuation of this narrative about the physical, the optical, and the
ceramic, it is necessary to travel halfway round the world to Japan, where the terms of
engagement for potters were rather different. The acknowledged inferiority of ceramics that
implicitly motivated every American potter in the postwar period was not nearly so extreme
in the Japanese context. The historic prestige of the medium had been compromised with
the rise of westward-looking painting and sculpture during the Meiji period, but there
was still a strong respect (bordering in some cases on nationalist pride) for historic and
contemporary ceramics. Indeed, for progressive potters in postwar Japan, the problem was
not so much to elevate ceramics as to excavate themselves from the burden of hallowed
tradition. Louise Cort has shown that it was an outsider, the Japanese-American sculptor
Isamu Noguchi, who provided a necessary instigation to rethink clay. Blissfully ignorant
about revered materials and glazes, Noguchi freely mixed canonical references—covering



Shigaraki or Bizen clay, which was traditionally ash glazed, with shiny green Oribe glaze, for
example—and rummaged about in the grab-bag of the Japanese ceramic lexicon, throwing
together motifs from Jomon pottery or Momoyama tea ceramics with his own highly

developed language of geometric abstraction.
Of the Japanese potters influenced by Noguchi's example, the most open-minded were

a group assembled in 1948 under the name of Sodeisha, literally the "crawling through
mud association." This was an ironic reference to the patterns found on some historic
Chinese ceramics, but it also was a strong presentiment of the concerns of the group's lead-
ing member, Yagi Kazuo.43 Born into a family of ceramists in Kyoto, Yagi was responsible
for coining the (again, ironic) phrase obuje-yaki, "kiln-fired objects," to describe the non-

functional experimental wares that he and his colleagues made under Noguchi's influence.
As Bert Winther-Tamaki has written, Yagi's avant garde production began around 1954
and so slightly predated the similar "breakthrough" achieved by Voulkos in California.
There were certain affinities between the two. Both were influenced by fine artists such

as Picasso and Miro; both gathered around them a group of like-minded followers; and
both combined wheel-throwing and handbuilding in unexpected configurations. In the

Japanese case, however, there was a distinctively political subtext. While Slivka celebrated
"the new ceramic presence" for its full-blooded American character, Yagi's position was
necessarily complicated by his adoption of a putatively Western sculptural language. After
the cataclysmic defeat of Japanese imperialism, his challenge to the tradition of Japanese

ceramics could not but read as a challenge to the idee fixe of Japaneseness itself. In Winther-
Tamaki's words, "Yagi pushed the perimeter of the pottery world beyond its previous limits
to the extent of internalizing something of the duality of the border itself, and to the extent
of internalizing something of that imagined to lay beyond."

Given this backdrop, it is perhaps no coincidence that Yagi's tactics ultimately came to

resemble not Voulkos's, but rather those of artists working in war-torn continental Europe.

His shiwayose-de ("gafheredjwrinkles") objects of the 1960s are the clearest example of this
affinity (Figure 2.6). Made by rolling innumerable little squares of clay into short cylinders
and pressing them into solid, simple masses, these wares demonstrate, in the contrast between
the individual hand-formed bits and the overall shape imposed by external pressure, a sense
of clay's raw physical properties.45 They are stylistically comparable to earlier ceramics by

Lucio Fontana or roughly contemporary works in plaster by Jean Fautrier, Cy Twombly
and Jean Dubuffet.46 All of these artists reveled in the physicality of matiere and, like De
Staebler, rejected the painterly qualities that could be achieved with glazes, enamels, or
other colorants. Dubuffet, for example, wrote of the imperative for the painter "to plunge

his hands into full buckets or bowls, and with his palms and fingers to putty over the wall
surface with his clay, his pastes, to knead it body to body, to leave as imprints the most
immediate traces of his thought.. ,"47 In the case of fired clay, there was in the wake of

World War Two a suggestion that the medium should be figuratively as well as literally
conceived as scorched earth. Yagi also shared an interest with the European artists in
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Figure 2.6 Yagi Kazuo, Circle, 1967. Ceramic.
Museum of Modern Art,Tokyo.

giving his ceramics a repellant surface, which in his case resembled coiled intestines, or the
"gray matter" of the brain. Finally, Yagi's pressed tubes of clay have an excremental quality
achieved through an uncontrived, automatic process of forming. In all these respects Yagi's

wrinkled ceramics embody what Yve-Alain Bois and Rosalind Krauss have called "base
materialism," a lowering and "de-class(ify)ing" of matter which opposes itself to idealistic
Modernist models of artmaking.49

A final but especially striking similarity between Yagi and certain postwar European

artists, particularly Dubuffet, was his interest in people who were euphemistically called
chieokure no kodomo (which might be translated "young people who are slow to develop
understanding"). This aspect of his activities began in the mid-1950s, when Yagi was

one of several artists invited to the facilities of the Omi Gakuen in Otsu Prefecture. The
residents there, some of whom were adults with mental disabilities and others children from

"unstable environments," had a pottery facility where they made simple functional objects
as part of a vocational program. Yagi visited intermittently, living and working with the
residents in 1955 and again interacting with them in 1965. Nor was this the exquisitely
self-conscious playacting of Price's Happy's Curios. According to fellow Sodeisha member



Osamu Suzuki, Yagi ran the pottery studio there enthusiastically, without any hint of ironic
distance: "Rather than saying he taught people ceramics, perhaps it would be better to
say that they played together with clay ... without forcing, [he] encouraged people to use
their hands. And yes, there are a great many things we can do with our hands. Squeeze,
slap, push, throw, bend, twist, pull, pile, cut, tear, stack, stretch, roll, pound."50 Yagi was
astounded by the products fashioned by the residents; he pronounced their roughly hand-
built objects to be masterpieces, superior to the works of Picasso and Miro. The institute's
director in 1965, Taichi Yoshinaga, recalled the results of Yagi's teaching: "The first time
they encountered clay, everyone reacted a different way. Some bit into the clay, others spread
it over their bodies, or on the table, or tore it up and threw it around the studio... The
prolific students had filled the ceramics studio with their work so there was hardly room
to walk." Remarkably, Yagi helped to organize an exhibition of these wares at the Hanshin
Department Store, a frequent site for the display and sale of contemporary ceramics. His
only regret was that he was forced to price the wares, implying that one object might have
more intrinsic worth than another.51

Yagi's encounter with mentally disabled potters is redolent of the familiar European
notion of art brut, Dubuffet's term for the work of children, asylum patients, and others
"untouched by artistic culture."52 Dubuffet's context and aims, however, were quite different
in nature. He was involved in a rethinking of the strain of Surrealism that had been codified
in Georges Bataille's journal Documents, and for him the work of the "mad" was at least
in part a rebuke to the falsity of contemporary art.53 For this reason, perhaps, Dubuffet's
position was perilously close to the implicitly condescending stance of today's "outsider
art" experts and collectors, who value objects precisely because they were created in a non-
academic context and therefore have a nai've authenticity (see Chapter 5). For Yagi no such
antagonism against the construct of fine art, nor any prejudice in favor of the perceptions
of the untutored, seem to have been operative. It was not some eccentric authorial creativity
that he found to be so moving in the^teramic work of his "students," but rather the direct
experience of tsuchi ("clay," but also "earth" or "dirt"), just as one might have in handling a
roughly fashioned traditional teabowl.54 One might therefore speculate that Yagi found in
the products of his mentally disabled colleagues the same quality he discovered in historical
precedent; "old Japanese ceramics," he wrote, "belong to a mental state full of irrationality."55

Yagi was strongly opposed to any conscious control of irregularity, as was frequent among
the teaware makers of his own generation, but he also sought ways to allow the authentic
irregularity of material to express itself in his work. In some respects, then, his position
was surprisingly reminiscent of that occupied by Yanagi Soetsu and the other adherents of
mlngei that we will encounter in Chapter 5, who also valued a thoughtless irregularity in the
work of "folk" artisans. The crucial difference, perhaps, was that this was entirely an artistic
value for Yagi—not a social or ethical one. In the end, it was the Omi Gakuen residents'
enthusiasm for the material of clay itself that commanded his interest—an enthusiasm he
shared without irony. Once, Yagi was asked to name the essence of ceramics. Was it the
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wheel, the traditional tool of the potter? "No, it's not the wheel," Yagi replied. "It's that

feeling you get when you take soft clay and squish it between your fingers. That's the essence
of clay for me."56

THE MATERIALIZATION OF THE ART OBJECT, 1966-72
The title of this section is a purposeful inversion of Lucy Lippard's well-known book, Six

Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object, 1966—72. By no means is Lippard's extra-
ordinary documentary overview of conceptual art to be diminished. Yet it is clear in
retrospect that these same six years saw contemporary sculptors engage in an outburst of

experimentation with materials and processes. This was a more wide-ranging set of activit-
ies, perhaps, than the various uses of clay discussed thus far. Nonetheless, it operated within
the same dialectic. The conflict between the sensual and optical that acted as the motor for

Voulkos, and which De Staebler and Yagi were able to fully resolve only by committing
themselves fully to the logic of material, was also central to the work of "Process Artists" of
the late 1960s such as Eva Hesse, Richard Serra and Robert Morris. However, these figures
offer something that Voulkos's angst, De Staebler's persistence, and Yagi's sheer joy do not:

a theoretical account. One often hears claims that craft has been unfairly excluded from
contemporary art discourse. In-the-ktte T960s, though, the most interesting theory about
craft was arguably that being developed by sculptors.

Clearly, Conceptual art was not the only way forward into the 1970s. Indeed, Lucy

Lippard herself was the first to isolate the trend towards a new type of sculpture. For the
1966 show "Eccentric Abstraction" at the Fischbach Gallery, the critic selected a group
of artists including the weaver Alice Adams, sculptors Eva Hesse, Louise Bourgeois, and

Bruce Nauman, and the ceramist Ken Price, all of whom seemed to her to be reviving
Surrealism in American art.57 At first, this organizing principle seemed persuasive. The dev-
elopment from Minimalism to "Eccentric Abstraction" seemed like a reprise of the shift

from cerebral Dada to idiosyncratic Surrealism in the 1930s. This interpretation rapidly

came to seem untenable, however, as Lippard herself noted in 1971. Conceding that she
had "overestimated the Surrealist connection," she wrote that the real issue that drove this
group of artists was "materials and physical phenomena."58 The exhibitions "Nine at Leo
Castelli," curated by the artist Robert Morris in 1968, and "Anti-Illusion: Procedures/

Materials," at the Whitney Museum in 1969, had brought the moment into clearer focus.59

As one of the curators at the Whitney, Marcia Tucker, noted, this new sculpture derived its
meaning entirely from "the activity of making a work and from the dictates of the materials
used."60

The Process Artists had a very specific idea of what "process" meant, and it had nothing

to do with the unleashing of psychological content achieved through the chance operations
of Surrealism. Neither did it involve the grand gestures of Abstract Expressionism or the
industrial fabrications of Minimalism. In place of these models of art making, Process Artists
aimed to limit their productions to what is best called "facture." This useful term, which is



associated with materialist tendencies in Russian Constructivism and German modernism,
was summarized as follows by the Bauhaus instructor Lazslo Moholy-Nagy: "the way in
which something has been produced shows itself in the finished product. The way it shows
itself is what we call facture. While artists like Moholy-Nagy devoted a great deal of
attention to this principle, bringing it to the making and analysis of not only sculpture but
also painting, photography, and other media, it was not until Process Art that an attempt
was made to restrict the art work to facture alone. This meant conceiving of the work as a
residuum of the process by which it came into being.

The key theorist of Process Art was also one of its leading artists, Robert Morris. At the
beginning of this chapter, we saw how liberating craft process was for the young Morris.
That was in 1962. By 1968, he was concerned with little else. He argued, for example, that
Minimalist sculptures (including his own) had been motivated simply by the desire to "build
well," that is, to construct in the most reasonable and consistent fashion possible. Morris
explained that he had subscribed to this age-old rule of design in his own early Minimal
works, such as Column and Slab, the dimensions of which were (as art historian James
Meyer relates) "programmed" by store-bought plywood, either bisected or left whole.62 Two
years on, in the 1970 essay "Some Notes on the Phenomenology of Making," Morris refined
his argument:

Much attention has been focused on the analysis of the content of art making—its end
images—but there has been little attention focused on the significance of the means... I
believe there are 'forms' to be found within the activity of making as much as within the
end products. These are forms dfisehavior aimed at testing the limits and possibilities
involved in that particular interactiofrbetween one's actions and the materials of the
environment. This amounts to the submerged side of the art iceberg.63

Here Morris argued not only that form should be derived from process, but also that the
"limits and possibilities" of action and material should be the standard by which the success
of such derivations should be judged. This seems at first to be a clear-cut endorsement of
craft as the basis of sculptural practice. Yet it is not intuitively obvious how "the particular
interaction between one's actions and the materials of the environment" will result, logically
and necessarily, in a particular form.

To better understand this formulation we might contrast one of Morris's earliest sculpt-
ures, 1961 "s Box With the Sound of Its Own Making, with an untitled 1967 work in felt. The
former is, as its title suggests, a simple cube made of walnut boards, which contains a tape
recorder playing the sounds of the box's own manufacture—sawing, drilling and screwing. As
Rosalind Krauss has written: "even as it performs a kind of cogito of carpentry, Box With the
Sound of Its Own Making burlesques the idea of the closed circuit of self-reference." If this
complete overlap between action and result is enacted (perhaps, as Krauss says, ironically) in
the Box, it is directly opposed by Morris's later sculpture, which is open-ended and allusive.
Now, the artist's own action is not predictive of the shape of the work: Morris cut slits in a
sheet of felt, hung it from the wall at two fixed points, and let it flop in a tumbled skein to
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Figure 2.7 Robert Morris, Unt/t/ed, 1967. Felt.
Ellen Hulda Johnson papers, Archives of American Art,
Smithsonian Institution. Photograph by Rudy Burckhardt.

the floor (Figure 2.7). Interviewed in 1968, Morris noted his growing interest in "a working
process which did not in any way equate with the image."65

His work in felt bears this out. Its form is nothing more than the direct result of the
acts of slicing and hanging that initiated the sculpture, and the natural drape of the thick,
soft material. Though it may not be immediately obvious, this is a sculptural reworking
of Jackson Pollock, whom Morris noted had gone "beyond the hand to the more direct
revelation of matter itself."66 Pollock's drip paintings were produced, Morris wrote, by the
conjunction of "the nature of materials, the restraints of gravity, the limited mobility of
the body interacting with both."67 In Untitled, those same factors are in play; but Morris



discarded the remainder of Pollock's art, particularly its transcendental opticality. What he
was left with was resolutely physical, facture in its minimum state: a kind of making that

bears no evidence of intentional arrangement. Morris allowed material circumstances to
overwhelm and eradicate any lasting evidence of his "design" of the object, including the
imprint of his hands.

Richard Serra's short film Catching Lead, while very different from Untitled, elegantly il-
lustrates this point. (Figure 2.8) It shows a forearm and hand (Serra's own) extending from

Figure 2.8 Richard Serra, Catching Lead, 1969. Film.
Courtesy of the artist and Gagosian Gallery.
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the right margin of the screen. The hand has seen some recent use, to judge from the dark oil
or soot that smears the fingers and palm. For the three-minute duration of the film, ingots

of lead fall regularly from the upper edge of the screen. The hand tries to catch them—
sometimes successfully, more often not. While a viewer first thinks that the moments in
which an ingot is caught are the victories for the artist (or at least, the struggling hand), the

message of the film could as easily be the opposite: the failures are the interesting moments,
for they indicate the precise limits of the artist's intentional!ty.68 It may seem counter-

intuitive to suggest that Richard Serra—the artist who went on to make Tilted Arc, perhaps
the past half-century's most famously overconfident sculpture—has an interest in the limits
of artistic will. But that is exactly what Catching Lead illustrates. In fact, the film is one of
three of the same year that revolve around Serra's unresolved or restrained gestures—the
others being Hands Scraping and Hands Tied*®

At this time Serra also composed catalogues of verbs without objects: "to roll, to crease,
to fold, to store, to bend..." As Rosalind Krauss has written, these lists "describe pure

transitivity. For each is an action to be performed against the imagined resistance of an
object, and yet each infinitive rolls back upon itself without naming its end."70 This list
of actions stalled recalls the purposeless actions that Yag Kazuo undertook alongside his

mentally handicapped charges at roughly the same time in Japan. For Serra, too, infinitives
might just as easily be described as embodying pure intransitivity or transitivity; they stand at
the point where artistic action exists in relation to some material, but has not been directed
to any specific end.71 A similar lack of closure occurs in Serra's ingenious Props, which are
constructed of lead slabs, cubes, and pipes. Marcia Tucker wrote of the artist's "concern with

what he calls 'arrested moments,' that is, fixing a piece at its point of maximum potential
change, incorporates an element of actual time into a sculptural mode."72 The trick of
the Props is that each part of the sculpture stays put only through the continued pressure

of the other parts. The sculptures must keep on working in order to exist; final stasis is
permanently held in abeyance. Despite their great weight and massive construction, the

Props embody fragility and uncertainty as well as power and mastery. Early critics wrote of
the "possibility of imminent formal disintegration" that hovered ominously about them.73

This quality fulfilled a dictum that Morris laid down in 1970: "what art now has in its hand
is mutable stuff which need not arrive at the point of being finalized with respect to either
time or space."74

A key aspect in the works, as in Morris's felt or in the work of the ceramists discussed
earlier in the chapter, is the character of material. Serra's use of lead exploited the metal's

unusual properties: its delicate, easily marked surface that records what is done to it in
minute detail; its high density; and its tendency to warp slightly when placed under stress.
These were all advantages in constructing the Props, in that they dramatized the stakes of

the balancing act considerably. Lead also offered Serra mutability; like clay, it can be made
to fluctuate between fluid and solid states. He made use of this property in Casting, first

executed at the Whitney Museum in 1969. To make this sculpture, Serra melted lead in a



brazier and flung it at the base of a wall, gradually making a long wedge of metal. Once the
lead had hardened he pried it away from the wall in order to drag it out into the room. One

could see Casting as an attempt to create a series of perfect casts of the right-angled negative

space where wall met floor. But a fragile fringe of solidified spatters betrays the means of
the making. The punning title Casting manages to sum up both aspects of the work in one
word, both in the sense of "molding" (represented by the squared rear edges of the wedges)
and "throwing" (represented by the rough, splashed front edges). Just as Morris's Untitled

marks a passage from two fixed points to the chaos of tumbled felt on the floor, Serra has
found a way to invest facture with a juxtaposition of order and chaos.

Eva Hesse's work also exemplifies this craft-like approach to making art, which uses
the properties of particular materials as a means for making form. Until recently Hesse

received anomalous treatment from well-meaning art critics and historians, who identified
her sculpture as a highly personal, even eccentric enterprise. (Indeed, she may have been
foremost in Lippard's mind when she titled her 1966 exhibition "Eccentric Abstraction.")

Perhaps because of the extraordinary character of her biography—particularly her struggles as
a woman in a male-dominated sculpture world and her tragic early death—and the unusual
availability of that biography in the form of her pseudo-confessional diaries, many writers
have used Hesse's work as the basis for psychological diagnosis rather than art criticism.

More recently, Anne Wagner has proposed that Hesse's variable, chaotic, and handmade
works should be seen as proto-Feminist, a means of undoing the rigid, automated processes
of Minimalism.75 On this account, the artist's formal strategies are motivated by gender

rather than the precepts of Modernist formalism.
Yet in terms of the way that they were crafted, Hesse's sculptures were very much in step

with the trends of the moment. Certain elements of her sculptures seem almost to have

been extruded, just to the point where the material begins to take on a shape of its own
accord. Hesse herself noted this fact, writing of the sculpture Addendum (1967) that "the
cord opposes the regularity. When it reaches the floor it curls and it sits irregularly."76 As in
Morris's and Serra's works, Hesse staged situations in which material is partly held in form

and partly takes a form of its own volition ("it curls and it sits"). The same play between
composition and non-composition appears in the Accession series, in which the individual
pieces of plastic tubing are tied in a regular grid to a rigid metal box but are then allowed to
droop willy-nilly; and again in Right After (1969), where cords of fiberglass are hung from

hooks in an oppositional choreography of randomly intersecting curves and fixed apexes
(Figure 2.9). Hesse's sculpture has often been described as more subjective than that of other

(male) Process Artists because the materials in which she most frequently worked—latex,
rubber and fiberglass—resemble skin, hair and flesh.77 But she could as easily have been
attracted to these artificial substances not for their metaphorical bodily qualities, but for

their traits as working materials. Like Morris's felt and Serra's lead, all of these materials have
a uniform texture and dull color. They engender surfaces that have obviously been worked
into shape, but are almost unnerving in their lack of marks unique to the artist's own hand.
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Figure 2.9 Eva Hesse, Right After, 1969. Fiberglass.
Milwaukee Art Museum, Gift of Friends of Art.

Hesse achieved the extraordinary break with previous sculpture that was common to all

Process Art: without resorting to industrial fabrication, she was able to mimic Minimalism's
lack of personalized finish.

Hesse's choice of materials was also motivated by the logic of the residuum. In her earliest

sculptures she had been drawn to waste materials, beginning with textile factory refuse during

a stay in Germany.78 If the Minimalists occupied the fabrication shop and the techniques

of mass production, she positioned herself on the proverbial back stoop of the factory,

gleaning and picking her materials from piles of industrial leftovers. In this respect, too,

Hesse was participating in a broad trend among Process Artists. Barry Le Va's first scatter

pieces have been compared to "the castoffs in a textile factory at the end of an industrious

day," and were literally fashioned from waste material (see Chapter 4).79 According to his

later testimony, LeVa hit upon the idea of scatter art while fashioning sculptures in his
studio out of masonite, wood, canvas and newspaper:

after I'd been constructing a piece for about three hours, I suddenly became aware of
all this debris on the floor, bits of canvas and other stuff, and this residue seemed much
more interesting and significant than what I was making. It had exactly what I was after.



Not so much indications of a specific process, or what had been done to the material, as
of marking off stages in time.80

Both LeVa and Morris selected felt as a working material, perhaps because it is already a

waste product composed of loose ends from other textile production. This connection was

driven home by Morris's 1968 scatter piece Threadwaste, which consisted of copper tubing,

asphalt, and felt strips mixed with powder-blue coloted thread that had originally been

"industrially used as lubricated packing for the bearings of freight cars."81 Here the bright

blue tangles of thread, like the felt, allude to the finished fabric that does not appeat in the

work; the title emphasizes the sculpture's status as (to use LeVa's term) a "marking" rather

than a product—like an animal lining its territory.

The sculpture as waste product was the most suggestive means by which Process Artists

investigated facture, because it brought a psychological overtone to their radically reduced

processes. There is an air of scatology around these works, an air of debasement. Critic

Ursula Meyer noted this quality in 1969: "these works cowered helplessly on the ground,

prostrate, accessible to the next blow... To me, the new trend is indicative of the loss of

power not only over the object but of the object itself."82 This points to a final conclusion

about Process Art. All of these sculptures—Morris's felt tangles, Serra's lead props, Hesse's

fiberglass, LeVa's scatter works—are proposals about the issues proper to craftsmanship.

In their evident desire to achieve a rupture with previous sculpture, they even suggest the

potential for craft to upset the well-laid table of art. And yet, to perform this rupture, they

found it necessary to insist on a particularly reductive idea of craft: a limiting of craft to

mere facture. What Meyer calls "object mastery," the grand artistic gesture, was exactly what

they sought to preclude.83 In this sense, like Voulkos and Yagi, their project was defined

negatively. Yet their conceptualization of process and material as facts to be taken account

of, rather than the basis for free creativity, has been hugely influential on subsequent artists.

In the next section, we will take a look at two recent artists—one working in glass, another

in clay—who continue to explore the possibilities.
\: DALE CHIHULY AND EMMA WOFFENDEN

Since the mid-1980s contemporary glass has captured the imagination of the public, and

of a certain class of collectors and curators, like no other arena of the crafts. It has also

generated a level of contempt that is equally unmatched. Much of the credit for both

of these responses can be laid at the feet of the American glass artist Dale Chihuly, who

is, depending on one's perspective, either a heroic sculptor whose neo-baroque creations

bring delight to a mass audience, or a crass commercial operator who churns out anti-

intellectual kitsch. This divergence of opinion in itself suggests the power of Chihuly's work

to channel perceptions about craft as a cultural phenomenon. As has often been remarked

by his critical supporters, he stands firmly within a long line of decorative artists, from the

Renaissance goblet-makers of Venice to the French art nouveau artist Rene Lalique. And
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indeed, Chihuly's work shares in the raw, sensual appeal of this tradition, as well as its

preening fetishization of technique for its own sake. What distinguishes his work within
this tradition, arguably, is its spectacular, late-capitalist character. In this respect he might

be compared to Thomas Kinkade (like Chihuly, a self-proclaimed "painter of light"), whose
business model involves mass-produced color prints of saccharine landscapes, which are
sometimes retouched by hand to achieve a degree of authenticity (and a higher price). As

Kinkade often points out, he is the best-selling artist of recent decades, if volume of sales
alone is what counts.8 Yet it would be hard to mistake him for a "contemporary artist"
in the usual sense of that term. Chihuly is, I •would suggest, a roughly analogous figure,

both in terms of his entrepreneurial brilliance and his cynical disregard for art's critical
possibilities. Like Kinkade, he acts mainly in the capacity of an impresario, directing an
elaborate production system that ensures the widespread distribution of a reliable product.

Yet, seemingly because he works in the crafts field, Chihuly's work is not confined to
the mall, like Kinkade's. It proliferates in museum lobbies and galleries across the globe.
Unsurprisingly, given Chihuly's huge success, many artists working in glass and other craft-
identified materials have followed his lead, indulging in a free, gleefully empty-headed play
of forms. Headline craft fairs, such as Sculptural Objects and Functional Art (SOFA) in

Chicago and New York, or (to a lesser extent) Collect in London, are swamped with largely
interchangeable glass sculptures, many of which are variations on Chihuly's historicist style,

thers adhere closely to the Brancusian model described in the last chapter. The same could
be said for objets d'art in ceramic, turned and carved wood, and other media that are clearly

patterned on glass's success story. When it comes to the bottom line, the results are indeed
impressive. But the price that the studio crafts pay in terms of cultural capital is equally
steep. When Chihuly places one of his chandeliers in the lobby of a museum, he sends a

message (on the institution's behalf, as well as his own) that craft is a matter of hedonism,
not conceptualism. Whatever one may think of his work as a visual spectacle (impressive,
or depressing?), there can be no doubt that when this particular banner is hung from the

rafters, all notions of self-reflection are dramatically swept aside. Chihuly circumvents the
theoretical struggle described in this chapter—opticality versus materiality—through the
disarmingly simple method of playing up both properties to the hilt, thus draining them
of any dialectical interest. If contemporary art cognoscenti still have a tendency to regard
"craft" with suspicion, who can blame them? Chihuly and his followers, who are for many

people the public face of contemporary craft, stand against everything that modern and
postmodern art has tried to achieve.

What would it look like if a work of glass art were made with the express intent of sub-

verting this state of affairs? One answer presents itself in Breath, a work by the English
artist Emma Woffenden (see Plate 8). It is a simple object: a glass dome, more suggestive
of an architectural or mathematical model than a functional vessel, with a single balloon-
like void protruding into its core. The work is notable, first, for its absolute rejection of

the apparatus of most contemporary glass art. There is no color, little evident technical



brio, and no expressive characrer here. It is as cold and flaccid as Chihuly's chandeliers are
superheated and triumphal. Nor is there any mystery about its means of manufacture. The
cylindrical form has been pierced cleanly and then penetrated by a hollow volume, which
the title implies was fashioned with a single breath of the artist into a gather of molten

glass. That breath has been captured and presented like a specimen, much as a soft internal
organ might float in a jar. Indeed, there is a nice correspondence between the thin-walled,

blobby glass form and the artist's own inner parts, the lungs, diaphragm, and stomach that
went into the making. In part, then, Breath is about the entrapment and preservation of the
ephemeral—an updated version, say, of Marcel Duchamp's 1919 readymade 50cc of Paris

Air. But it is also, like Process Art, about facture: the residue of an encounter between the
body and a particular material. The downwards, drooping curve created by Woffenden's
exhalation has a pathos reminiscent of Eva Hesse's or Robert Morris's equally gravitational

work, but here, the material is less incidental, the means still more direct. This is "glass
blowing" in its most literal form.

In a way, Woffenden is only pointing out the obvious: a material cannot provide a full
accounting of design, intention, or action, no matter how desperately the artist wills it. It will

always remain partially resistant. Nor can it ever be rendered entirely "optical." Woffenden's

Breath is the anti-Chihuly. There are no easy pleasures here, only an elegant limning of the
relation between a striving body and some troublesome material. What we are left with in
the end is facture as material contingency, in all its open-ended, unpredictable pathos. In
Breath, the most demanding of craft procedures is reduced to a single, comically elementary

puff of air. One might well ask: is this what advanced thinking through craft must look like?
Is there no place in the climate of post-conceptual art for work grounded in extraordinary
skill? The next chapter will take up this question, which, like that of craft's materiality,

admits of no simple answer.
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